[Adaptability of the receptive fields of neurons of the posterior temporal cortex and their sensitivity to parameters of photic stimulation in the cat].
Study of receptive fields (RFs) of neurones in the postero-temporal cortex (field 21) of alert cat at three levels of visual adaptation: light photopic, light mesopic and practically dark or extremely low scotopic adaptations--revealed invariance of the most part of the studied RFs to the level of visual adaptation. Reorganization of RFs, connected with change of background luminosity were observed only in 12% of visually activated neurones. Significant reduction of responses to optic stimulation is shown at increase of the level of luminosity in 75% of neurones, revealing adaptive reorganizations. It is suggested that these reorganizations may take place in analogy with neurones of the field 17 on account of different involvement of intracortical inhibitory mechanisms (and, probably, not only in the postero-temporal cortex, but also in structures which precede it in visual hierarchy). Study of neurones sensitivity in the field 21 to parameters of optic stimulation revealed their considerable invariance to the length and orientation of the optic stimulus moving through the RF (60% of cases). Testing of RF by a rhombic optic stimulus did not change neuronal reactions, the form and dimensions of RF did not significantly change.